In this paper, we begin with brief discussion of theory of weights and A p weight functions. We then state and prove some of the properties of A P weight function using elementary analysis tools.
Introduction
The theory of weight are useful in boundary value problems for Laplace's equation and are much needed in extrapolation theory, vector-valued inequalities and estimates for certain class of non linear differential equation. Muckenhoupt (1970) characterized positive functions w for which the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M maps L p (R n , w(x)dx) to itself. Muckenhoupt's characterization actually gave the better understanding of theory of weighted inequalities which then led to the introduction of A p class and consequently the development of weighted inequalities [4] . To prove the results, some definition and results are in order: Next we state and prove another property:
Consequently we get,
Now multiplying (3) and (4), we have
Now taking supremum over all cubes Q in H we have 2 0
There are other properties of A p which can be proved using the elementary analysis tools. For more about the weight function and related properties, please refer [2] , [3] , and [5] .
Conclusion
We studied weight functions and we proved some important properties of these weight functions using the elementary analysis tools.
